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Abstract
We discuss the properties of four-point functions in the context of the
correspondence between a classical supergravity theory in the bulk of the
Anti de Sitter (AdS) space and quantum conformal eld theory (CFT) at
the boundary. The contribution to a four-point function from the exchange
of a scalar eld of arbitrary mass in AdS space is explicitly identied with
that of the corresponding operator in the conformal partial wave expan-
sion of a four-point function on the CFT side. Integral representations are
found for the massless vector and graviton exchanges. We also discuss some





ion') operators in the N = 4 supersymmetric SU(N) Yang-Mills theory as
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1. Introduction
There is a recent revival of interest in the connections between large N Yang-Mills
theory [1] and string theory [2] following, in particular, the conjecture [3] that there is an
exact correspondence between string/M theory on the Anti de Sitter space AdS
d+1
and
certain superconformal eld theory (CFT
d
) dened at the boundary of the AdS
d+1
(see
also [4]). According to the conjecture, the quantum N = 4 supersymmetric Yang-Mills
theory with gauge group SU(N) in the large N and large 't Hooft coupling limit can be





The formulation of the conjecture was made more explicit in [5,6], where it was pro-
posed that the partition function of supergravity/string theory with xed boundary values
of the elds is to be identied with the generating functional of the composite operators in
the CFT. More explicitly, there is a one-to-one correspondence between certain local oper-
ators 
i
of the boundary CFT and the bulk elds 
i
in AdS [5,7,6,8]. The boundary CFT
operator 
i
and the associated bulk eld 
i
carry the same unitary, irreducible and the





is identied with the lowest energy value of 
i
and can be further related to the
mass of 
i
. The correlation functions of the CFT operators are identied with the classical
\S-matrix elements" of the bulk elds with their boundary values xed. Two-point and
three-point functions follow simply from the quadratic terms and cubic vertices of the bulk
theory, while the four-point functions, in general, contain the contact contributions as well
as the exchanges of virtual particles.
Using this proposal, some `model' and `realistic' two-point and three-point functions
have been computed in [9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16]. In particular, a family of three-point
functions of chiral primary operators in N = 4 SYM have been evaluated and shown to be
equal to their free-eld values, suggesting a non-renormalization theorem in large N limit
[17].
In this paper we investigate the properties of the 4-point functions in the context
of the CFT/AdS correspondence. Four-point functions from contact interactions (quartic
vertices) were considered before in [10]. The scalar exchange diagrams with some special
values of mass were also discussed in [18]. The exchange diagrams in AdS are, in gen-
1
eral, very dicult to evaluate explicitly, as the propagators and the integrals are quite
complicated. Here we take an alternate approach.
In CFT
d
, the states generated by acting by a product of the conformal operators on






















)jk; x > ; (1:1)
where k sums over all the irreducible representations in the Hilbert space and states
jk; x >= 
k
(x)j0 > span the space of irreducible representation T
k
. This conformal partial
wave expansion (CPWE) was obtained in early seventies by several authors [19,20] (see

























is the contribution to the four-point function from the intermediate states gen-



































associated to the conformal operator

k
by the AdS/CFT correspondence can be also written as a sum over normal modes
in AdS
d+1
which span the same irreducible representation T
k
of the isometry/conformal
group SO(d; 2), one is tempted to conjecture that G
k
represent the contribution of the 
k
exchange diagram in AdS
d+1












Figure 1: Equivalence between CPWE and scattering in AdS.
2
One of the aims of the present paper is to prove that this is indeed the case for
intermediate states of the scalar operators. It should be possible to generalise our method
also to operators of higher spin. We shall also attempt to consider the two cases which
are of particular interest: massless vector and graviton exchanges. They correspond to the
conserved current and the energy momentum tensor operators in the CFT. The explicit
demonstration of the equivalence between the CPWE representation for the CFT correlator
and the AdS amplitude here appears to be more dicult and will not be given in the present
paper. The expressions for the propagators for the photon and graviton in AdS are quite
involved (useful expressions for them which are suitable for explicit calculations were not
previously given in the literature, cf. [24], [25]). There are also complications related to
the presence of the gauge degrees of freedom and the fact that the current and the energy
momentum tensor carry indecomposable representations of the conformal group. In this
paper we shall use a non-covariant gauge xing and will be able to write down the AdS
amplitudes with the photon and graviton exchanges in the complete integral form. The
detailed analysis of these amplitudes and establishing their relation to CPWE will not be
attempted here.
Having identied the exchange diagrams with CPWE, a question that naturally arises
is the interpretation of contact interactions (quartic or higher vertices) on the CFT side,
as there is no obvious counterpart for them in CPWE. One possibility is that since contact





























where G is the massless eld propagator,  @
2
G = (x   y), they might be contained
in CPWE. Another possibility could be that the boundary CFT is not closed. Let us
consider for example the N = 4 SYM theory in large N and large `t Hooft coupling limit.
Suppose that a four-point function in N = 4 SYM of nite N and nite `t Hooft coupling
is expanded in the form of (1.2) and (1.3). As we go to large N or large `t Hooft coupling
limit, certain correlators may go to zero as O(1=N) and thus will not appear in gauged
supergravity. But if there is a very large number of such vertices, e.g., O(N), their overall
contributions to the sum (1.2) may not vanish. In this case the overall contributions will
3
appear as contact interactions in supergravity, as this seems to be the only way they can





, such possibility deserves a detailed investigation.
The existence of the AdS/CFT correspondence by itself puts strong constraints on the
theories on both sides. Since conformal eld theories always contain the energy-momentum
tensor which generates the conformal algebra, the theory in AdS must be a gravitational
theory. If the theory in AdS is a eld theory (supergravity), then on CFT side the possible
three-point functions and intermediate states contributing to (1.2) are highly constrained
as only vertices which can be written as local invariants in AdS are allowed. For example,
consider a correlation function of four scalars. In general, symmetric tensor operators
of spin greater than two can contribute to it as intermediate states in (1.2). However,
there is no local covariant interaction vertex for two scalars and a higher spin tensor in a
supergravity theory, so it should vanish also on the CFT side.
1
Assuming the equivalence
between CPWE in CFT and the scattering amplitude in AdS, we see also that dierent
channels for CPWE in CFT should correspond to s   t   u channels in the scattering
amplitudes in AdS, which seems to imply that the scattering amplitudes in AdS should
have the s  t u dual symmetry. This might be an indication that the theory on the AdS
side should actually be a string type theory.
2





supergravity four-point functions in general are quite complicated
3
. In this paper we shall
focus on the dilaton-axion sector, where the corresponding four-point functions are given
by a relatively small number of diagrams. We will show that in this sector the only
non-trivial contribution comes from a graviton exchange. Using the graviton propagator
1
It may be useful to recall here that the four-point supergravity vertices may be thought of
as originating from string eld theory (with only cubic interactions between massless and massive
modes) in the low-energy approximation in which all massive modes are integrated out.
2
Duality is, of course, absent in the bulk supergravity amplitudes (with bulk-to-boundary
propagators attached): it is restored only once one replaces the supergravity amplitudes by the




Non-perturbative and higher order contributions to four-point functions in N = 4 large N
SYM were discussed before in [26].
4
found here in the non-covariant h
0
= 0 gauge, we will be able to present the complete
expressions for the scalar four-point functions in terms of the formal integrals. We shall
discuss briey certain properties of the integrals, leaving their evaluation and establishing
the correspondence with the CPWE in CFT for future.
The structure of the paper is as follows. In section 2 we shall review some aspects of
CFT in d dimensions, in particular, the conformal partial wave expansion for the four-point
functions. In section 3 we shall discuss the scattering diagrams involving scalar exchanges
in AdS space. We will show that they can be identied with the contributions to CPWE
coming from the corresponding operators on the CFT side. In section 4 we shall study
the scattering amplitudes involving exchanges of massless vector and graviton. In section
5 we shall consider the dilaton and axion four-point functions in D = 5 supergravity




operators in N = 4 SYM theory.




2. Four-point functions and conformal partial wave expansion in CFT
Let us rst review certain aspects of the conformal eld theory in d dimension
[21,22,23]. Denote the space of an irreducible representation T





,  = (;~s), where  is the conformal dimension and ~s is a set of quantum numbers
labelling the spin degrees of freedom. We assume that the Hilbert space can be represented










+   +M
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i



















; x > for all xg = f

i
(x)j0 > for all xg:
4
For the Minkowskian signature, the representations under consideration are those of the





> 0. For the Euclidean signature, they are the irreducible representations of SO(d + 1; 1)
which can be analytically continued from the Minkowskian counterparts.
5



































; x > : (2:2)



























The standard OPE in the nearby points can be obtained from (2.3) by expanding the





































































































































(instead of Dirac delta-function) appears on the right side of (2.6) follows from
the spectrality condition.
States involving higher-order products of 

's can be written in the basis (2.1) by
repeatedly using (2.3). The problem of solving the theory thus becomes equivalent to




























































We now switch to the Euclidean signature. The conformal partial wave expansion of the
four-point function in Euclidean region takes the form
5



























where the integral is a contour integral in the complex plane of the conformal dimension































































are the Euclidean three-point functions with ~ = (d ;~s) and n() is some normalization
constant. The eld 
~

























includes the contributions from both 

and its conformal partner 
~
. The integration



























































We denote the Euclidean correlators by G and omit some subscripts to simplify the notation.
6


















































Besides (2.8) and (2.9), there are two other ways to write partial wave expansions: in
terms of \u-channel" and \t-channel". The equivalence of the three channels is guaranteed
by the associativity of the operator algebra (2.3). This is usually called the crossing
symmetry of the four-point functions. As was already mentioned in the introduction, the
crossing symmetry of CFT four-point functions should have interesting implications for
the structure of the corresponding scattering amplitudes in AdS space.
3. Four-point functions in CFT/AdS correspondence: Scalar exchange
In this section we consider the contribution to a four-point function of the exchange
of a scalar eld of an arbitrary mass. For deniteness, we shall study the `model' four-
























































































and G(u; v) is the bulk propagator for a scalar eld of mass m (see Appendix A) [10],

















































amplitude (3.1) with (3.3) inserted is not manifestly conformally invariant. Its conformal
invariance can be seen by using an alternative representation for G(x; y) [24],
G(x; y) = rz
 
F (;   
1
2
; 2 + 1; z
 1
) ; (3:4)























Let us rst look at the \pseudo-propagator", given by
^

























The value of (3.1) with (3.5) inserted instead of (3.3) will be denoted
^
S. After the substi-





























































































































































































































































































































































































































is precisely the same as the CFT ex-











































































which can be understood as the sum of the contributions from the elds of dimension 
















, demonstrating the required relation
between the AdS amplitude S

and the CFT correlator.
It is easy to see that the above procedure applies without change to other types of




) and to scattering of higher spin elds involving scalar
exchange. Thus we have established the correspondence between the exchange diagrams
in AdS and the conformal partial wave expansion in the CFT for the case of the scalar
intermediate states.
We mention here that the contribution of a scalar operator to the CPWE (eqs (2.8),
(2.9)) of a four-point function has been evaluated long time ago in [19]. The expression
can be written in a closed form in terms of double hypergeometric functions (see Appendix
B). From the identication of (3.1) and (2.8), we see that it can also be interpreted as the
scattering amplitude (3.1) in AdS.
4. Photon and graviton propagators in AdS
d+1
In this section we shall consider the scattering amplitudes in AdS involving massless
vector and graviton exchanges. The photon and graviton propagators in covariant gauges
were discussed before in [25]. The expressions found were complicated and do not seem to
be useful in explicit calculations. Here we shall choose the non-covariant gauges, A
0
= 0 for
the vector and h
0
= 0 for the graviton. It turns out that the resulting AdS propagators
are quite simple and have structure similar to that of their at space counterparts.
4.1. Massless vector

























We x the Coulomb gauge A
0
= 0. In this gauge the equation for A
i





































































































































to that for a free scalar of m
2
=  (d  1) in AdS
d+1





. It can be


























































































































In above we have kept the boundary term from the partial integration which could be
important in this non-covariant gauge.
12
4.2. Graviton












) (see also [13]), and consider the action,
I =
Z









In the following we shall assume that there is no index raising for h, but for the energy-
momentum tensor T








. We shall consider the
gauge h
0





































































h. There are also two constraints following from the



































































































































































































































traceless projector in at space.









reduce to that of a


















Using the conservation of the energy-momentum tensor and the equations (4.11) and (4.12)







































































+ boundary terms : (4:14)
5. Scalar four-point functions in AdS
5
supergravity / N = 4 SYM theory







in N = 4 SYM in large N and large `t Hooft coupling limit




. O and O
0
correspond to the
massless elds  and C in AdS
5










































) >. They correspond in
AdS
5
to tree-level scattering amplitudes of four dilatons, two dilatons and two axions,





involving two dilatons (axions) and one other eld or quartic
vertices involving only dilatons and axions. For this purpose it is sucient to concentrate













































Our notation will be as follows. All elds in D = 10 will be written with hats on the elds
and the indices. ; ::: will refer to indices in AdS
5










, it is clear that the desired vertices cannot involve elds from higher spherical
harmonics. Thus the elds in (5.1) can be assumed to have only x dependence, i.e.,
^
(x; y) = (x);
^











After dimensional reduction to AdS
5
and a Weyl scaling
8







































there is no h


 vertex, where h


is the trace of the internal (S
5
) part of the metric












. Since for the free Maxwell theory there is a non-vanishing
three-point function for < OOO
8
> [28], this three-point function must have non-trivial
dependence on the `t Hooft coupling (cf. [17]).
Following the same reasoning, we can see that the diagrams contributing to the four-
graviton scattering may come only from the R term in (5:2), i.e., in particular there
is no cubic vertex involving two gravitons and other elds. This is consistent with the















Figure 2: Scattering diagrams for  and CCCC. Only s-channel dia-


























This is not the case for most four-dimensional theories. For a discussion of the case of N = 1















Figure 3: Scattering diagrams for CC.
Starting with (5.2), we can write down the scattering diagrams in AdS
5
contributing
to the four-point functions under consideration. See gures 2 and 3. Let us rst look at
the diagrams which do not involve graviton exchange. The scattering amplitude involving


































































































where in above K
d
(d = 4) and G(u; v) (see (3.2) and (3.3)) are the boundary and bulk


























Direct evaluation of A
2
is quite tedious, but it can be avoided using the following














The new action generates cubic and quartic dilaton vertices and it can be seen that the
resulting four-dilaton scattering amplitude is given by A
2
up to a constant. Since the
eld redenition changes the correlators only by unimportant contact terms, we conclude
10
Boundary terms resulting from partial integration give only unimportant contact terms




should represent only contact terms. Therefore, in each case the only non-trivial
contribution comes from the graviton exchange.
11
Now a formal integral expression for the four-point functions can be written down by



































(d = 4) the boundary propagator. However, the nal expression is quite long and
complicated and so will not be explicitly presented here. We leave its detailed evaluation
for future work.
To conclude, let us briey remark on the crossing symmetry of the four-point func-
tions and its consequence for the scattering amplitude in AdS
5
. From the correspondence
between scattering amplitude in AdS and the CPWE in CFT, we would expect that the
scattering amplitudes in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 possess s   t   u symmetry, i.e. to nd the
correlators we only need to consider one channel. An even more surprising consequence of
the requirement of crossing symmetry seems to be that the amplitudes in Fig. 2 and Fig.
3 have to vanish. This follows from the facts that the amplitudes in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 are
given by the same graviton-exchange expression and that in Fig. 3 the graviton exchange
contributes to the t-channel, while there is no non-trivial contribution in the s; u-channel.
We are unable to prove or disprove the above expectations at the present time.
Appendix A. Scalar propagator in AdS
d+1
As in [6] we consider the Anti de Sitter space of dimension D = d+ 1 with Euclidean























bulk indices will be denoted by ; ; ::: and will take values 0; 1; :::; d. We shall
use the notation x = (x
0
; ~x), ~x = (x
i
), i = 1; :::; d.
11
This may be viewed as a consequence of the SL(2; R) symmetry of the action (5.2).
17














































































































































= (~x  ~y) :





















H(w; k; y) :
Then the substitution into (A.2) leads to
~

















and the scalar Green function in the Anti-de Sitter space (A.1) is thus given by









































































Appendix B. Scalar contribution to four-point functions
The contribution of a scalar operator  of dimension  to the CPWE of a four-point
















)j0 > has been worked out long
time ago in [19]. The same expression should also correspond to the scattering amplitude in























































































































































































= 0, the result simplies into,
f
0


































































are some numerical constants and F
4
is a double hypergeometric
function.
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